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I
n recent years, there has been an

increasing interest in human�computer

interaction (HCI) for multimodal inter-

faces. Since Sutherland’s SketchPad in

1961 and Xerox’s Alto in 1973, computer

users have long been acquainted with technol-

ogies other than the traditional keyboard for

interacting with a system. Recently, with the

desire for increased productivity, seamless in-

teraction, immersion, and e-inclusion of people

with disabilities, along with progress in fields

such as multimedia, multimodal signal analy-

sis, and HCI, multimodal interaction has

emerged as an active field of research.

Multimodal interfaces are those encompass-

ing more or other input and output devices

than the traditional keyboard, mouse, and

screen, and the modalities they enable. Various

natural input modalities are now being

applied.1,2 These modalities include voice;

gesture, face, and body movement; haptic

interaction; and other physiological signals. A

key aspect in many multimodal interfaces is

the integration of information from several dif-

ferent modalities to extract high-level informa-

tion nonverbally conveyed by users or to

identify cross-correlation between the different

modalities. This information can then be used

to transform one modality to another. The po-

tential benefits of such modality transforma-

tions to applications for disabled users are

important because disabled users could access

an alternate communication channel to per-

ceive information that wasn’t previously

available.

Most existing aids for the visually impaired3

detect visual cues captured from cameras and

present them to the visually impaired using

symbolic information in alternate communica-

tion channels, such as audio or vibrotactile

feedback. Concerning aids for the hearing

impaired,4 most developments focus on the

recognition and synthesis of sign language.5

The aforementioned aids are designed to help

disabled users perceive their environments

and also potentially communicate with other

people2 by diminishing the effects of their dis-

ability. The importance of multimodal systems

for the disabled has been outlined elsewhere.6

Some approaches7,8 tackle the problem of

multimodal interfaces to provide accessible

products and applications to the disabled.

One method7 uses haptics and aural feedback

to provide navigation aids for the visually

impaired, while another approach8 uses sign

language synthesis and enhanced imagery so

partially sighted users can access multimedia

content.

However, despite the proliferation of research

in this area, the problem of the communication

between visually- and hearing-impaired people

is a special case of particular interest, where the

aforementioned aids cannot be applied because

these users don’t share any common communi-

cation channel. This problem has been only

theoretically dealt with in other work,6 where

a proposed scheme included vibrotactile sen-

sors, cameras for 3D space perception, and
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algorithms for speech recognition and synthe-

sis to aid communication between visually-

and hearing-impaired people.

Our proposed framework consists of a situ-

ated communication environment designed

to foster an immersive experience for the visu-

ally and hearing impaired. In situated commu-

nication, the partners interact in a real-time,

shared environment.9 Physical modalities,

such as speech rather than haptic text, are

used for the visually impaired, and sign lan-

guage, rather than graphic text, is used for the

hearing impaired because speech and sign lan-

guage, unlike text, are situated communication

modalities. Concerning the immersive experi-

ence of the environment and its objects, consis-

tent object-to-object modality transformations

are used instead of object-to-object-property

transformations. For example, a visual path is

transformed into a 3D grooved-line map in-

stead of transforming the 2D path into its lin-

guistic description. This framework performs

situated and immersive modality replacement

in the context of an interactive game to be

played by visually- and hearing-impaired peo-

ple with as much communicative bandwidth

and immersiveness as possible.

To achieve the desired result, our situated-

modality replacement framework combines a

set of different modules, such as gesture recog-

nition, sign language analysis and synthesis,

speech analysis and synthesis, and haptic inter-

action, into an innovative multimodal inter-

face for disabled users. Unlike this method,

existing approaches focus mainly on the non-

situated and symbolic presentation of infor-

mation to the disabled.6,7,10 In this article,

the descriptions of the framework and plat-

form are mainly used to contextualize our

contribution.

The prospective value of such a system is

huge due to the socioeconomic aspects of

including people with disabilities in the infor-

mation age, which modality-replacement tech-

nologies can make possible. It should be

emphasized that the risk of exclusion is one

of the largest threats for the disabled. The pro-

posed system opens a new, previously un-

known dimension for visually- and hearing-

impaired people, and offers an interactive ap-

plication where visually- and hearing-impaired

users can entertain themselves while also get-

ting familiar with novel interaction technolo-

gies. Potential applications include universally

accessible phones, generic accessible computer

interfaces, social networks, digital assistants,

and so on.

System description
The basic concept of our system is the idea

of modality replacement, which is the use of in-

formation originating from various modalities

to compensate for the missing input modality

of the system or the users. Figure 1 (next page)

illustrates the envisioned system for com-

puter-aided interaction of visually- and hear-

ing-impaired users with the environment as

well as with each other. Visual information

about the environment has to be conveyed to

the visually-impaired user via the haptic

and/or the auditory channel, while communi-

cation and the acquisition of various semantic

information can be performed using natural

language. The hearing-impaired user acquires

visual information using vision and communi-

cates with other people using sign language.

A problem that stresses the high importance

of modality replacement is that communica-

tion between a visually- and hearing-impaired

user is not possible using physical means.6 Ide-

ally, as illustrated in Figure 1, a modality re-

placement system would be used to recognize

all spoken language input of the visually-

impaired user, convert it into sign language,

and present it to the hearing-impaired user

with an animated avatar. Similarly, sign lan-

guage gestures would be recognized and

converted into text and would then be synthe-

sized into speech using text-to-speech synthesis

techniques. The present work takes the first

step toward the development of such interfa-

ces. It’s obvious that because multimodal signal

processing is essential in such applications, spe-

cific issues such as modality replacement and

enhancement should be addressed in detail.

Figure 2 presents the architecture of the pro-

posed system, including the communication

between the various modules used for integra-

tion of the system as well as intermediate stages

used for replacement between the various

modalities. The left part of the figure refers to

the visually-impaired user’s terminal, while

the right refers to the hearing impaired user’s

terminal. All actions are controlled by the

Computer Supported Cooperative Work game

system.

The visually-impaired user interacts with the

computer using haptics and speech. Haptic
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Figure 1. The proposed system for computer-aided interaction of visually- and hearing-impaired users with

the environment as well as with each other, which until now has been physically impossible.

Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed system. The left part of the illustration refers to the visually-

impaired user’s terminal, the right to the hearing-impaired user’s terminal.
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interaction is used to navigate in the virtual

environment and to process and recognize

the objects of the virtual scene. System tasks

and verbal information are presented to the

visually-impaired user via speech synthesis,

while verbal input from the visually-impaired

user is perceived by the computer through

speech recognition. The SeeColor utility ena-

bles the perception of colors through the

sounds of musical instruments.11

At the hearing-impaired user’s terminal,

things are simpler because the user can use

sight to navigate the virtual environment. To

enable unobtrusive interaction, verbal informa-

tion is presented to the user via sign language

synthesis,12 while the user can provide input

to the system through the sign language

recognizer.

Modalities and modules
Although the entire automated functional-

ity of the system presented in Figure 1 would

enable full, unobstructed communication be-

tween visually and hearing-impaired people,

full automation is an ambitious goal. To our

knowledge, this article presents the first at-

tempt to develop a system where visually and

hearing-impaired users cooperate in an interac-

tive game, using advanced human�computer

interfaces. Because the direct communication

between visually and hearing-impaired persons

is not possible, computer-mediated communica-

tions technologies attempt to translate modal-

ities using modality-replacement technologies.

Haptic interaction

Haptic rendering is performed at every time-

step of the haptic loop using the spring-dumper

model.13 Force feedback is provided using the

Sensable Technologies Phantom Desktop hap-

tic device; however, interaction using Immer-

sion’s CyberGrasp is also supported. The

Phantom Desktop has 6 degrees of freedom

for input (providing position and orientation)

and 3 degrees of freedom for output (providing

force feedback along the three axes of the Car-

tesian coordinate system). In particular, the

force fed onto the haptic device is evaluated

through the following formula:

F ¼ ksd� kdv

where ks and kd are the spring and dumping

coefficients, and d and v are the penetrating

distance of the haptic probe into the 3D

model and its velocity, respectively.

To provide realistic force feedback it’s impor-

tant to ensure that the force feedback loop runs

at a frequency equal to or higher than 1 KHz. As

a result, calculations for collision detection and

force feedback are performed using the ap-

proach in Moustakas, Tzovaras, and Strintzis14

that models the scene objects via analytic im-

plicit surfaces and uses explicit formulae to

compute the force feedback instead of calculat-

ing the force produced by triangle-to-triangle

intersections in the virtual environment.

Navigation using grooved-line maps

Apart from using haptics to recognize

objects and navigate in specific scenes, the

visually-impaired user can, in the proposed

framework, navigate in road structures that

are either originally included in the game or

dynamically generated by processing15 the

hearing-impaired user’s sketches. The road

structures are implemented as grooved-line

maps. A grooved-line map is a 3D terrain

that is grooved in specific areas that represent

streets or other meaningful areas that the visu-

ally-impaired user is able to perceive through a

haptic device. Grooved-line maps are more ef-

ficient for haptic interaction than the tradi-

tionally used raised-line maps.16

In the context of the developed game appli-

cation, the hearing-impaired user has to draw a

path, during a particular phase of the game, to

lead the visually-impaired user to the area

where the treasure is located. The system uses

as input the sketch made by the hearing-

impaired user and converts it into a grooved-

line map representation.15

Figure 3a (next page) illustrates the sketched

image, while Figure 3b depicts the 3D grooved-

line map. Because haptic rendering is a sensi-

tive process and requires, for every time-step,

computationally intensive collision detection

that performs more slowly for larger 3D

meshes, the grooved-line map is further pro-

cessed to generate a multiresolutional grooved-

line map as illustrated in Figure 3c. It is obvious

that this map is more detailed in the areas close

to the path and thus reducing the redundant

complexity of the initial 3D map.

Speech recognition and synthesis

Speech recognition17 and synthesis18 is per-

formed using off-the-shelf software. In the
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context of the proposed framework, the speech

synthesizer can synthesize every word of the

English dictionary, while the speech recognizer

is trained to recognize a set of words and com-

mands that are needed for the developed appli-

cation scenario, that is, the interactive game.

SeeColor

The SeeColor utility is a limited version

of the interesting system that is presented in

Bologna et al.11 It consists a stereo camera

mounted on the user to capture the scene and

recognize the color of the scene objects and

their distance from the user. The color is pre-

sented to the user via sounds of different musi-

cal instruments, while the distance is rendered

by altering the pitch of the synthesized sound.

In the context of the proposed framework,

the camera is not needed because all the action

takes place in a virtual environment. When the

user touches a virtual object, a synthesized

sound refers to the specific color of the object.

This utility requires training so users can link

the colors with the associated instrument

sounds.

Sign language recognition

At the hearing-impaired user’s terminal, the

main unobtrusive modality for communication

between user and system is sign language. The

algorithm implemented in the present frame-

work is based on that found in Aran et al.10

The first step in hand gesture recognition is

to detect, track, and segment both hands.

This is a complex task due to the frequent oc-

currence of interactions and occlusions be-

tween the two hands and the face. Moreover,

other skin-colored regions, such as arms and

neck, make the task even more complex. To

make the detection and segmentation problem

easier, users wear differently colored gloves on

each hand.

Once the hands are detected, simple hand-

shape features are extracted and combined

with hand motion and position information

to obtain a combined feature vector. The classi-

fication of the signs is made via hidden Markov

models (HMMs). A left-to-right continuous

HMM model with no state skips is trained for

each sign and the decision on the performed

sign is made using the maximum likelihood cri-

terion. For a test sign, the likelihood of each

HMM is calculated and the sign class of the

HMM that gives the maximum likelihood is

selected as the class of the test example.

Five signs from American Sign Language are

selected for use in the game application: map,

exit, start, town, and cave. For each sign, 15 rep-

etitions from two subjects are recorded. To

measure the accuracy of the system, 10-fold

cross-validation is performed. We achieved an

average accuracy of 100 percent on the test set.

Sign language synthesis

The sign language synthesizer12 uses

humanoid animation models to provide the

animation and creates the animations using

as input Sign Writing Markup Language. The

technique first converts all individual symbols

found in each sign box to sequences of MPEG-

4 Face and Body Animation Parameters (FAP

and BAP). The resulting sequences are used to

animate an humanoid-animation -compliant

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML)

avatar using MPEG-4 FAP and BAP players.

The system is able to convert all hand symbols

as well as the associated contact and move-

ment dynamics symbols contained in any Au-

tomatic Sign Language sign-box. Manual hand

gestures and facial animations are currently

supported.

This method has two significant advantages.

It allows almost real-time visualization of sign

language notation, thus enabling interactive
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applications. In addition, avatars can easily be

included in virtual environments using VRML,

which is useful for a number of envisaged appli-

cations, such as TV newscasts, automatic transla-

tion systems for the hearing impaired, and so on.

Application scenario: the game
The aforementioned technologies are inte-

grated in a multimodal edutainment game.

We designed the game to be attractive but not

take a long time to complete so that the players

don’t get tired. Moreover, to optimally use the

communication between the players, the visually-

and hearing-impaired users play in alternate

steps. After each step, one user’s terminal trans-

mits a message to the other user’s terminal and,

whenever necessary, converts the message to

another perceivable modality (for example,

from sign language to speech). Moreover, the

game is designed so that its tasks can be ful-

filled only in the case of a proper communica-

tion between the users (map sketch, sign

language recognition, and speech recognition)

and a proper modality transformation of the

conveyed messages into a perceivable form.

The game scenario consists of seven steps.

For each step, one of the users has to perform

one or more actions to pass successfully to the

next step. The storyboard is about an ancient

city (Figure 4a) that is under attack. Citizens

of the city try to find the lost design patterns

of high technology war machines to protect

their city.

Table 1 (next page) summarizes the input

and output information for each step of the

game along with general actions that the users
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Figure 4. Screenshots of the treasure hunting game: (a) the virtual environment; (b) step 1, the red closet; (c) step 2, avatar performing

sign; (d) step 3, in the temple ruins; (e) step 4, the cemetery; (f ) step 5, the catacombs; (g) step 6, sketching the path to the treasure;

(h) step 7, searching for the treasure in the forest; and (i) the treasure, design patterns for the war machines.
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have to perform and the cross-modal transfor-

mations that have to take place. Note that hap-

tic interaction with 3D space takes place in every

step involving the visually-impaired user. The

odd steps are played by the visually-impaired

user and the even by the hearing-impaired user.

The first step involves the visually-impaired

user, who receives an audio message informing

him or her to find a red closet. The user starts

from the initial point, which is the entrance of

the village, and, using the haptic device, explores

the village to find a red closet in one of the

houses (see Figure 4b). In this step, the visually-

impaired user has to use the haptic device to ex-

plore the 3D workspace. Furthermore, using the

SeeColor module, the audio modality replaces

the color modality and enables the visually-

impaired user to select the correct closet and

thus receive an audio message. The audio mes-

sage is then sent to the hearing-impaired user

and the second step of the game starts.

The second step involves the hearing-

impaired user. The message comes in the

audio modality and is converted from audio

to text using the speech recognition tool and

then to sign language using the sign synthesis

tool. Finally, the user receives the message

as a sign language sentence through a 3D

interactive avatar as illustrated in Figure 4c.

The message ‘‘Go to the town hall’’ sends the

hearing-impaired user to the town hall of

the city where the king provides additional

information.

The third step involves the visually-impaired

user who hears the message of the king

‘‘Temple ruins’’ and goes to the temple ruins,

where the visually-impaired user has to search

for an object that has an inscription written

on it. One of the columns in the destroyed tem-

ple has an inscription written on it that states

‘‘The dead will save the city’’ as illustrated in

Figure 4d. The visually-impaired user is in-

formed by an audio message whenever he or

she finds this column and the message is sent

to the hearing-impaired user’s terminal.

The fourth step again involves the hearing-

impaired user, who receives the written text

in sign language form. The text modality is

translated into sign language symbols using

the sign synthesis tool. Then the hearing-

impaired user has to figure out the meaning

of the inscription ‘‘The dead will save the

city’’ and navigate to the cemetery (see

Figure 4e). There he or she should search for a

key that lies in one of the graves. The word

‘‘Catacombs’’ is written on the key. The hearing-

impaired user has to perform the sign

‘‘Catacombs’’ to enable the visually-impaired

user to understand that the key opens a box

in the catacombs. This sign is recognized by

the sign language recognition tool and the

text result is sent to the system to trigger the

next step of the scenario.

In the fifth step, the visually-impaired user

receives the text, which is converted to audio

using the text-to-speech tool. This step involves
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Table 1. Summary of the gameplay.

Information

type Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7

Input Audio mes-

sage ‘‘Find

red closet’’

Animated sign

‘‘Go to the

town hall’’

Audio message

‘‘Go to the

temple ruins’’

Animated sign

‘‘The dead will

save the city’’

Audio

message

‘‘Cave’’

Map with

riddle

Two grooved-

line maps

Action Search for the

red closet

in one of

the houses

Go to the town

hall and talk

to the king

Find oracle

inscription in

temple ruins

Find the key in

the cemetery.

Sign its label

Find

map in

catacombs

Solve riddle

and sketch

path to

treasure

Follow maps

and find

forest and

treasure

Output Audio

message

‘‘Town hall’’

Audio message

‘‘Go to the

temple ruins’’

Inscription

(text) ‘‘The

dead will save

the city’’

Key labeled

‘‘Catacombs’’

Map 2D sketch on

the map

Treasure

Modality

replacement

Color into

sound

Input audio

into ani-

mated sign

3D spatial

information

into haptic

representation

Input audio into

animated

sign. Recog-

nition of

user’s sign

Input text

to synthe-

sized

speech

Sketch on the

map into

grooved-

line map

—
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haptic and audio information. The user has to

search for the catacombs, enter them and find

the box that contains a map (see Figure 4f).

The map is then sent to the next level.

In the sixth step, the hearing-impaired user

receives the map and, after solving the riddle

‘‘Mother nature keeps the treasure secret,’’ has

to draw a route to the area where the treasure

is hidden (see Figure 4g). The route is drawn

on the map and it’s converted to a grooved-

line map representation, which is sent to the

visually-impaired user.

In the final step, the visually-impaired user

receives the grooved-line map and has to find

and follow the path to the forest where the trea-

sure is hidden. The visually-impaired user can

feel the 3D grooved map and follow the route

to the forest. The visually-impaired user is

asked to press the key of the Phantom device

after reaching the target. Finally, after finding

the forest, the user gets a new grooved-line

map (see Figure 4h) where he or she has to

search for the final location of the treasure.

After searching in the forest by following the

paths, the visually-impaired user should find

the treasure that is illustrated in Figure 4i.

Usability evaluation
The terminal of the visually-impaired user is

by definition more complex in terms of HCI

utilities than the terminal of the hearing-

impaired user, because interaction with the

computer must be augmented with naviga-

tional tools that enable the visually-impaired

user to search the 3D environment.

Therefore, the evaluation of the proposed

framework, through the evaluation of the treasure

hunting game, focused mainly on the visually-

impaired user’s terminal by analyzing and evalu-

ating several aspects of the provided HCI tools.

The usability of the hearing-impaired user’s ter-

minal has been evaluated independently in

terms of the efficiency of the sign language rec-

ognition and synthesis methods. It should be

emphasized that the functionality of the two

terminals can be independently evaluated be-

cause the developed system is a network game,

where the visually- and hearing-impaired users

could be separated, playing from any location.

There is no need for copresence.

Goals and setup

The overall goal of the evaluation of the pro-

posed framework is to explore its usability and

provide input on usability aspects, in particular

regarding appropriate use of modalities, offered

functionality, ease of use, and user satisfaction.

Table 2, which gives a brief overview of what

was measured and how, includes data from

the usability test. All table items were addressed

in post-test interviews. For some items, infor-

mation was acquired from the collected inter-

action data and subsequent analysis.

The test regarding the visually-impaired

user’s terminal took place at the Institute for

the Blind in Copenhagen. Six visually-impaired

users participated in the evaluation that com-

prised introduction to and interaction with

the treasure hunting game (see Figure 5a) fol-

lowed by an interview. Details on the users

and their familiarity with computers are pre-

sented in Table 3.

The average duration of the sessions lasted

approximately 90 minutes. Each visually-

impaired user was first given an introduction

to the system and received training in interact-

ing with it, in particular training in using the

haptic device and information on the game sce-

nario and the other modalities that are used. It

was clearly emphasized that this was not a test

of the user’s skills at all, but a test of the
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Table 2. What was measured during evaluation of the proposed framework,

and how.

How was it measured

What was measured Interview Interaction

Quality of interaction

1. Navigation in city and landscape Yes Yes

2. Haptic interaction Yes Yes

3. Color recognition via sound Yes Yes

4. Use of sign language recognizer Yes Yes

5. Use of sign language synthesizer Yes Yes

6. System output understanding Yes Yes

7. Ease of individual tasks Yes Yes

8. Ease of achieving game goal Yes Yes

9. Ease of following path Yes Yes

10. Ease of interaction Yes Yes

11. Feeling in control Yes Yes

12. Learning Yes Yes

User experience

13. Tried something similar before Yes No

14. Like the game? Yes No

15. Advantages and disadvantages Yes No

16. Play again? Yes No

17. Other comments Yes No
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goodness and interestingness of the proposed

multimodal framework.

The collected data included the following:

� Video and audio recordings of user interac-

tion with the system. The video shows the

user’s hand and arm, the haptic device,

and the screen content.

� Observation notes produced by two observ-

ers during the sessions.

� Two sets of interview notes written during

the interviews with the users.

The usability of the sign language recogni-

tion system was evaluated independently. The

users perform the sign in front of a camera,

wearing differently colored gloves on each

hand, and the recognition result is given as feed-

back to the user. Moreover, the users see the syn-

thesized versions of the signs that they perform.

The subjects testing the system part for the

hearing impaired were six volunteer students

taking an introductory Turkish Sign Language

course given in Bogazici University (see

Figure 5b). Two of the students (one male and

one female) were from the computer engineer-

ing department and the rest were from the

foreign language education department. Addi-

tionally, the lecturer of the course, who is a na-

tive signer, was also a subject in the user study.

Evaluation of the visually-impaired

user’s terminal

On the basis of observation of the visually-

impaired users’ interaction with the system,

analysis of the video recordings made during

interaction, and analysis of the subsequent

interviews, the main conclusions are as follows.

In general, the subjects liked the game and

would play again if they had the chance.

Only one found that gameplay did not offer a

sufficient amount of action. She was probably

the one with the most game experience

among the subjects. However, all subjects were

excited about the 3D haptic interaction, which

none of them had tried before. On the basis of

these interview comments, we believe that sub-

jects liked the game due mostly to their strong

appreciation of the realistic 3D experience and

the new way to interact with a computer.

Basically, the input and output modality

combination for the visually-impaired user—

spoken keywords output, nonspeech sound
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Figure 5. Using the

system during usability

evaluation.

(a) Visually-impaired

user’s terminal:

navigating the virtual

environment with

the Phantom desktop.

(b) Hearing-impaired

user’s terminal:

performing a sign.

Table 3. Subject profiles.

Subject Age Gender Occupation

Computer

experience Plays games

Visually-impaired subjects

1 40 Male IT consultant High Rarely

2 32 Female Call center Moderate Never

3 21 Male Practician High Rarely

4 23 Male IT education High Never

5 21 Female IT education High Never

6 25 Female IT education High Often

Hearing impaired subjects

1 27 Female Lecturer High Rarely

2 25 Female Student High Never

3 25 Male Student High Rarely

4 21 Female Student Moderate Never

5 21 Female Student Moderate Never

6 25 Male Student Moderate Rarely

7 23 Female Student Moderate Never

(a) (b)
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output, haptic 3D force-feedback output, and

haptic 3D navigation input—appears to be

fine. This is positive because this modality com-

bination, in particular the 3D haptics input and

output, is central to the underlying idea that is

being tested through the game.

However, there is still plenty of room for im-

provement regarding game content and its pre-

sentation to the user. The test subjects rated

game difficulty (navigation and ease of achiev-

ing tasks and goal) as being moderate, and in

particular the first two subjects didn’t feel in

control while later subjects felt reasonably in

control. This difference probably reflects the

increasing amount of guidance and help

given to subjects during gameplay.

Table 4 shows how subject performance

speeds up as a function of the amount of real-

time help provided by the experimenter and

other test staff. The table also shows how each

subject tends to complete each subsequent step

more quickly than the previous one, which prob-

ably reflects progress in learning haptic naviga-

tion and in building a mental map of the

townscape. Notice that the left column for

each subject and each action refers to cumulative

time, while the right refers to absolute time. The

missing number for subject 4’s reaching the for-

est in which the treasure was hidden was due to

the fact that subject 4 received an incorrectly

drawn grooved map and had to be brought

into the forest by short-cutting the game.

In general, the spoken output was found to

work well and all subjects found it sufficient.

However, some subjects nevertheless men-

tioned that it would have been good to have

more information about what it is that you

bump into or get a hint if you seem to be

lost, clearly suggesting that the spoken output

was not entirely sufficient after all.

Subjects needed help to recognize colors via

sound. Only one subject seemed to find it easy

to apply the musical color codes. The other

subjects found it difficult to remember which

instrument was associated with which color.

In particular, two of the colors were represented

by instruments that sounded very similar.

Haptic interaction was received positively by

all subjects. However, because none of the sub-

jects had used a similar force-feedback haptic de-

vice before, and despite trying it briefly before

they started the game, it clearly took them

some time to get reasonably used to it. Naviga-

tion is expected to become easy eventually, but

only after several hours of practicing with force-

feedback devices. It’s symptomatic that when

subjects were asked if they learned something

during gameplay, they primarily mentioned

issues referring to 3D exploration by haptic inter-

action. Similarly, when asked about ease of inter-

action, nearly all comments made by the

subjects concerned the 3D haptics and orienta-

tion in 3D space, and the fact that it takes time

to become familiar with how to move around.

Thus, some of the users’ difficulties during

gameplay might be ascribed to lack of practice.

For example, opinions were somewhat divergent

regarding how easy it was to follow the grooved

path as part of the final task. Most subjects men-

tioned that the grooved-line representation of

paths, and eventually of maps, is helpful and in-

teresting. Others said that even if following the

grooved-line path is easy, it is sometimes diffi-

cult to locate it in the map in the first place.

Overall, the conclusion is that the underly-

ing idea, the technology, and the basic modal-

ity combination are well-suited for the purpose

of the game, even if game contents and their

presentation could be improved.

Evaluation of the hearing-impaired

user’s terminal

Concerning the hearing-impaired user’s

terminal, the subjects found the interaction

through the camera fairly easy in general.

They especially liked the idea of touchless
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Table 4. Performance times (in minutes) both cumulative (left) and on each game step (right) for the

six subjects.

Finds User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6

Closet 16 16 18 18 12 12 4 4 11 11 6 6

Inscription 22 6 23 5 18 6 10 6 12 1 9 3

Box 28 6 29 6 26 8 19 9 18 6 14 5

Forest 33 5 33 4 29 3 — — 22 4 17 3

Treasure 38 5 35 2 34 5 24 2 23 1 18 1
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interaction. An important requirement of the

interaction is that the camera view should con-

tain the upper body of the user. Some of the

subjects, in their first interaction, had difficul-

ties perceiving the bounds of the camera view

but got used to it quickly in their second trial.

Concerning the synthesized sign animation,

most of the subjects considered the possibility of

receiving messages from computers via sign lan-

guage promising, but they also commented that

the speed of the animation could be increased.

To measure the learning effect, the experi-

ments were performed in two sessions. In

each session, subjects were asked to practice

three different signs. The second session was

conducted with a time lapse of at least one

week after the first. Before the first session,

the interface was presented to the subjects in

terms of a small demonstration. In the second

session, the subjects were expected to start

using the system without prior presentation.

The user study shows that the subjects are

slower in their first session because they

spend some time learning to use the system.

In their second session, where the average com-

pletion time decreases by half, subjects recall

the usage and perform tasks more quickly.

None of the subjects tried a similar system

before, where the user’s motions are recorded

through a camera and automatically recog-

nized and the computer responds using sign

language synthesis. Although three of the sub-

jects were expert computer users and the

remaining subjects were intermediate level

users, it became clear during the user study

that the computer usage level has little effect

on performance, as interacting through a cam-

era is extremely different from interacting

through a typical mouse and keyboard interface.

The subjects made positive comments about

the system in general. They found the interface

user friendly and the system easy to use. One of

the subjects found the decisions of the system

very sensitive to small variations in signing and

she therefore noted that the decision-making

system could be more tolerant to variations of

a single sign.

Discussion

The main conclusions on the test of the sys-

tem are that the input and output modality

combination, that is, spoken keywords output,

nonspeech sound, sign language synthesis out-

put, haptic 3D force-feedback output, haptic

3D navigation, and sign language analysis

input, is considered useful. Visually-impaired

users were generally excited about the 3D experi-

ence they had from the haptic interaction, while

the hearing-impaired considered the sign lan-

guage analysis and synthesis a helpful tool for

interacting with the computer. The system is ac-

ceptable overall. Haptic output, that is, what the

user feels whenmoving the arm of the haptic de-

vice, was fine. It gave a good 3D experience.

More specific user comments include the

suggestion to include a small tutorial on how

to use the haptic device in the 3D environment

and to make the system more self-explanatory

via oral guidance for visually-impaired users.

More oral feedback concerning the current po-

sition and what is being touched would also be

helpful. Hearing-impaired users suggested that

automatic feedback could be given by the sys-

tem if the user is out of the camera view.

Conclusions
We consider it important that even if the

application scenario (game) can be further

enriched, the interaction framework and all its

novel technologies was well received by all

users and could be used as the basis for further de-

velopment of such games or interaction systems.

Concerning the applicability and future potential

of the proposed system, the users were asked

about their impression of communicating with

other users to elicit information. Users were

asked how it was to communicate with their part-

ner and how they imagined that communication

could be extended. All users said they found the

advancements fostered by this proposed frame-

work exciting. In particular, a visually-impaired

user mentioned that the blind and the deaf

tend to socially interact with similarly impaired

people, while further development of the pro-

posed system could open entire new possibilities

for the visually impaired to have social interac-

tion with the hearing impaired. MM
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